Lithuania | Call for women theatre directors of Shakespeare plays

Shakespeare Theater Lithuania invites all women directors to participate in the International Shakespeare Festival staging in Lithuania. The festival will take place in 2014 in the third week of May in Vilnius. The festival is open to all women directors, constructing Shakespeare plays.

To submit an application, you need:

Download summary of your CV

A small presentation of their proposed work,

Appearance in a video or photo, a technical description.

candidates please send shakespearelithuania@gmail.com 2014. February 30.

Lithuania Shakespeare Theatre - Theatre concept, which encourages development unrecognized or undiscovered talent. This is the place to try your hand at various times directors and actors. Theatre work principle of competition - announced the selection of actors and directors, providing the opportunity to try their hand at various developers in the new scene. Within three business present to the public 7 different directors works, which now account for regular theater repertoire.

More about us you can find:
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